Worksheet 3. Vocabulary practice

Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.

1. The mother of my grandmother is my (great-grandmother / aunt).

2. Before there was (civilization / composition), people hunted and fished for food. They didn’t grow food.

3. Irving graduated first in his class. He had the best grades of all the students in the class. His parents and friends are very (friendly / proud) of him.

4. Nick and Maria graduated from Columbia University last year. They are (bachelors / graduates) of Columbia University.

5. English 101 is a (composition / civilization) class. In the class, you learn how to write clearly.

6. (Farming / Running) is important in Florida. This state produces a lot of vegetables and citrus fruit.

7. If you take a trip on a (plane / cruise ship), you can relax on it for several days.

8. Syracuse is a mid-size city. The population is about 700,000. There are (millions / thousands) of people living there.

9. If you (attend / listen to) class every day, then you are never absent.

10. Harry is (usual / unique) in his family. He is the only one who has ever attended college.

11. Dr. Goodson has (accomplished / enrolled) many things in his life. Last year he won an award for all the contributions he has made to medicine.

12. Jennifer hung her (diploma / major) on the wall of her office.

13. Jack’s (major / diploma) is biochemistry. He wants to do research in the chemistry of the brain.

14. A candidate for president has to be good at (computers / public speaking).